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trations, that are over-treated with promin or that receive that drug for 
long periods of time. 
Bureau of Hospitals 
Department of Health, Manila 

JOSE N. RODRIGUEZ, M.D. 
Chief, Division of Sanitaria 

THE MADRID CLASSIFICATION 
To THE EDITOR: 

I shall be really glad if, as stated by Dr. Arnold [THE JOURNAL 22 
(1954) 473], I am mistaken in my belief that in arriving at a decision 
the Classification Committee of the Madrid Congress attached more weight 
to the histopathological than to clinical criteria. However, his expla
nation does not deal with the points actually raised in my letter to which 
he refers. 

The issue that I raised was that on the one hand the bringing of the 
"simple" flat macules and the "tuberculoid" raised lesions together into 
one class designated as tuberculoid, and on the other hand splitting up of 
polyneuritic cases with similar clinical manifestations into lepromatous, 
tuberculoid, and indeterminate, could be justified only if histology was 
accepted as the basis of primary classification. Of the two points raised, 
Arnold has nothing to say about the latter one, and although he has dealt 
with the former he has · missed the real argument. His statement is 
obviously based on the wrong assumption that I advocate the grouping 
together of "maculoanesthetic" and the indeterminate" macules, whereas 
the fact is quite the reverse. We here in India have been persistently 
opposed to the idea of including these two kinds of lesions in one class 
however it be designated, whether "uncharacteristic" or "indeterminate." 

I am in entire agreement with Arnold that the hypopigmented macules 
of leprosy may be arranged in a sort of continuous spectrum, ranging 
from lepromatous macules at the one extreme to "maculoanesthetic" 
macules at the other, with indeterminate macules in the middle; and 
that it makes more sense clinically and biologically to group all the macules 
to the right [see below] of the "indeterminate" area with their merely 
morphological ones, the indeterminate and lepromatous lesions.1 That our 
views are similar will be clear on reference to a publication from this 
department dealing with the study of flat hypopigmented patches of 
leprosy.l It was concluded therein that flat hypopigmented leprous patches 
can be divided into three categories: (a) at one end, bacteriologically 
negative, lepromin positive "maculoanesthetic" patches with benign course 
and thus closely allied to the "tuberculoid" lesions; (b) at the other end, 
bacteriologically positive (moderately or strongly), lepromin negative 
lepromatous macules with malign course; and (c), between the two, 
"indeterminate" macules in which bacteriological findings and results 

1 This refers to a study of the flat hypopigmented patches in leprosy with special 
reference to their classification, by Dharmendra and N. Mukherji, Leprosy in India 
25 (1953) 4-28. 
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of the lepromin test are equivocal and in which the course of the disease 
is variable. 

From the above it will be quite clear that I am very much in favor 
of separating the maculoanesthetic from the indeterminate macules, far 
from putting them together. I also recognize the close biological relation
ship between the maculoanesthetic and the tuberculoid lesions, and agree 
that these two types should be broadly grouped together. 2 What I am 
opposed to is the use of the designation "tuberculoid" for this group. 
That is not correct, and it necessitates the creation of a term like "macular 
tuberculoid," which is an anomaly. 
Leprosy Research Department 
School of Tropical Medicine 
Calcutta, India 

DHARMENDRA 
Officer-in-Charge 

[Dr. Arnold, in writing of the spectrum of hypopigmented macules, spoke of the 
lepromatous kind as being to the "right" of the centrally-placed indeterminate one, and 
of the maculoanesthetic kind as at the "left." In his letter Dr. Dharmendra originally 
followed that lead, but he has agreed that this arrangement should be reversed. For one 
thing, there are published diagrammatic representations of the situation (e.g., the 
report of the WHO Expert Committee on Leprosy, published in 1953), in which the 
benign forms of leprosy are shown at the right of the spectrum, and the malign forms 
at the left. It would be well to avoid confusion in this matter, even though it is a minor 
one. Furthermore, in common parlance these troubled days, "left" has unfavorable con
notations and "right" more favorable ones; and that is the case in leprosy with lepro
matous as against maculoanesthetic or tuberculoid.-EDITOR.l 

SPONTANEOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF SKIN LESIONS; 
POSITIVE SMEARS WITHOUT LESIONS 

(Continued) 

The following further replies have been received to the questions raised 
by Dr. Felix Sagher, of Jerusalem, about the importance of impermanent 
hypopigmented patches in bacteriologically negative contact children, 
and the advisability of treating contacts without visible lesions but with 
positive smears. 

From Dr. H. Floch, Director, Institut Pasteur, French Guiana: 
1. Les lesions indifferenciees achromiques sont frequemment atypiques chez les 

tous jeunes enfants (souvent localisees aux environs des ceintures pelvienne et 
scapulaire). Elles peuvent etre petites, multiples, mal limitees, a bords flous et, 
comme l'anesthesie, est loin d'etre facile a cons tater chez les jeunes enfants. Le 
diagnostic clinique est alors souvent fort difficile. Les recherches histologiques ne 
montrent, en regIe generale, dans ces cas, que des lesions non caracteristiques sans 
bacilles decelables. Ces lesions pourront se transformer en lesions indifferenciees 
typiques ou devenir tuberculoldes ou lepromateuses; elles pourront disparaitre apparem
ment, mais reparaitre plus tard (quelques mois en general) souvent alors moins 
atypiques ou modifiees de forme (forme lepromateuse notamment). 

2 This arrangement has been advocated by workers in India for several years 
and has been incorporated in the classification recently adopted by the Indian Asso
ciation of Leprologists. See Leprosy in India 27 (1955) 1-10 (editorial). 


